
FROM;

DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY

Memorandurn
General Foreman, Pipefitter

DATE: 9 Sept 7

TO

SU3

Director, Maintenance & Repair Div.

Major Discrepancies Accomplished since consolidation with MCAS(H)

1. Aircraft direct refuel system:

a. C & D system not used since installed by contractor in1969.

b. Ne modified the system to use 3 way instead of way valves, and
readjusted the linkage on the valves. Ne coordinated the repair of the
electrical system.

2. MCAS: Had no hot water since 1969. Ne installed a circulating pump.
System works ok.

3. 804 MCAS: Had to segregate the hot water from the heatiug system by
installing a P.R.V. station on the hot water system. The heating system
had 2 P.R.V. stations in series in the main line. One of the P.R.V. stations
will be removed. This building was without heat last winter.. 815 MCAS! Had no hot water. Ne replaced one circulating pump in the
system.

5. 02 MCAS: Replaced one circulating pump. Repaired hole in water tank.
Repaired steam leaks, mnd replaced some condensate lines.

6. l MCAS: Repaired approximately 0 leaks in the water chiller.

7. Ne have extensive amounts of sand in the sanitary sewer throughout the
MCAS. The sewer lines have low places in them, Bud are causing a lot of extra
work, including overtime.

8. On the overhead steam distribution, we have repaired steam leaks, replaced
valves, traps, pipes and fittings.
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PROJECT REPORT SUBSEQUENT TO CONSOLIDATION

I. Operations, Malntcnance and Repair

a. Subsequent to I July 1974, 185 specific Job orders have been

issued for work at the Marine Corps Air Station. The estimated cost to

accomplish the work is $258,835.

b. Fifty-five of the specific Jobs have been completed and 28 are

now {n progress.

c. Some of the specific Job orders are for cyclic maintenance.

Cyclic maintenance being a "recurring minor stn,ctural, electrical or

mechanical repair. The work scope is limited .to that which can be

accomplished with simple hand tools." One cycle of some of the trades

has been completed. This was initiated subsequent to consolidation.

d. Emergency Service Sub-Center at MCAS(H) has received 2,264

E/S tickets and completed 2,100 E/S tickets, leaving a backlog of 164

E/S tickets during period 1 July through 8 September i974. Average

hou o accomplish each t!c,hst dung th!s pcrt.---- wasother than E/S have responded to 55 work requests.

e. In addition to work accomplished in normal work hours by the

E/S Sub-Center, we maintain an emergency crew from 1600 to 2400

Monday through Friday and from 0800 to 2400 Saturdays, Sundays and

holidays. During period of 1 July through 8 September 1974 they

responded to 141 Emergency Service tickets. This service was not

available prior to consolidation without ca11-back on overtime.

f. Our E/S desk is also manned from 2400 to 0800 daffy to receive

emergency calls and, if required, to call someone in to respond to an

emergency.

g. Electrical Distribution Shop 52 has assigned two employees to

perform recurring maintenance to distribution lines and airfield lighting,

along with responding to emergency service calla aboard MCAS(H).

2. Telephone

a. The telephone system at MCAS(H) New River was working at

approximately 70To of its designed efficiency on 1 July 1974. Liaison





with Carolina.Telephone and Telegraph Company resulted in a technical
team being assigned to do the required maintenance.

b. A complete system inventory was conducted by two SNCO’s
requiring 160 man hburs for records correction and invento,.

c. Class A and Class C telephone number assignment was not in
accordance with JCS MOP 151 of 3 August 73. Eighty Autovon and Class
A numbers were changed to bring the system in conformance’with existing
regllations.

d. New work and relocations of telephones during July 1974 required
30 work orders and 30 work orders for August. All work requests have
been performed.

e. On 1 July 1974, it was discovered that the Air Station had been
providing free telephone service to unauthorized agencies without reim-
bursement. This discrepancy was corrected and telephone service is
now on a reimbursable basis. The Bank of North Carolina was provided
free toll service from government funds.

f. The Fire Alarm System at MCAS was approximately 50% effective
on 1 July 1974. The following labor has been used to repair or replace
defective equipment:

Fire Alarm Technician
Cable Splicers
Survey Team

384 hours
128 hours
80 hours

The complete rehabilitation of the Fire Alarm System will require $70,000
in material and 600 hours of labor. The firm alarm at the present time
is 100% operable.

3. Natural Resources and Environmental Affairs

a. On 8 July 1974 the Natural Resources and Environmental Affairs
office was Irfformed of a 7,000 gallon JP-5 spill at the Air Station. The
spill occurred when an improperly diked fuel bladder ruptured, allowing
the fuel to flow to a nearby ditch. Later that week a 4,000 gallon JP-5
spill occurred at the same location when a second improperly diked fuel
bladder ruptured. All fuel bladders have been properly dlked.

b, It was discovered that large quantities of contaminated JP-5
and other petroleum products were continuing to reach South West Creek
by way of the crash crew training area. Althbugh the dumping of oil at





this site by unauthorized personnel was prohibited, it was occurring. As
heavy rains fell, the oil was flushed out of the pit and into a ditch that
empties into South West Creek. Measures have been taken to stop the
dumping of oll in thi area by unauthorized personnel.

c. On 30 July 1974 a survey of the station was conducted by Natural
Resources and Environmental Affairs and Station S-4 Office personnel to
determine if adequate temporary oil storage facilities were available. It
was determined that 15 additional tanks were needed. These tanks are
on o!der and will be installed at predetermined locations once they are
received and modified by Base Maintenance.

d. Some of the contaminated JP-5 ts now being used tn ground
vehicles. Used motor oil, hydraulic fluid and some JP-5 ts being picked
up by a truck from Base Maintenance and stored in a 272,000 gallon tank
at Building 45.

4. Maintenance Liaison. Since 3 July, a 10-man Correctional Custody
working party has been assigned on a continuous basis removing grass,
weeds, undergrowth and debris from public areas not accessible to
power drawn equipment.





5. Utilities

The Base Maintenance Department, Utilities Division assumed responsibility
for the mainter#,nce and operation of the Utilities Section, Marine Corps
Air Station on 1 July 1974. Following are the comments on discrepancies
found in the utility plants during inspections prior to 1 July 1974:

The Steam Generation section was assigned i0 billets to operate one
manned heating plant, and one billet for repair and maintenance. This
section has one maraed ind seven unmanned heating plants. The seven small
unmanned plants were found to be mechanically good, with minor repairs to
be be made to controls, valves, etc. In the one manned plant, Bldg 22,
the boiler tubes, water softeners, valves, boiler feed pumps and boiler
controls were in poor operating condition and in need of replacement or
repair. The oil storage tanks, fuel and steam lines were in need of ren-
ovation and repair.

Since I July, operating billets have been cut to five, with five billets
being dstributcd to the Water and Sewage Branches. To this date, over
600 man hours have been used by boiler mechanics assigned in making repair
to the plant equipment in Bldg h22. One boiler has been completed, with
valves being packed, soot blower replaced, oil lines renewed, high and
low water controls installed, meters calibrated and other improvements
made. Further repairs are to be made to the steam turbine, water feed
pump, boiler refractory, chemical feed pumps, boiler tubes replaced, and
insulation to steam and water lines. A]_l repairs and renovation being
made, with the.expectations of the steam plant being placed wth new
and modern a-.’es through te MiLCON p’ogr;

The Sewage Treatment section was found to be in poor operating condition,
both plant and sewage lift stations. Two bi]Zets were assigned to operate
sewage plant and lift stations twenty-four hours per day. Fourteen lift
stations, with twenty-four pumps are in use through out the complex. Pior
to 1 July 197, nine out of twenty-four pumps in separate lift stations
were in operation. One filter was out due to bad bearings, sand was in
the primary treatment With sludge buildup. The sludge holding tank was
full with sand, grease,, and sludge, with weeds and grass growing on top
of sludge. The sludge drying beds had grown over with weeds. The
chlorine contact chamber was three fourths full of sludge. The plant
yard was in poor condition with grass and weeds growing on the lawn and
in the fence.

As of I July, two billets were added from the Steam Generation section,
making four billets to operate plant and lift stations. The plant yard
has been cleared of weeds, and grass mowed. The bearing has been re-
placed and filter is in operation. The primary treatment has been
cleaned, sludge holding tanks have been pumped out and refilled, sludge
drying beds are in the pocess of being cleaned, and the chlorine contact
chamber has been cleaned and in operation. All fourteen sewage lift sta-
tions are in operation with all pumps operative. +& man hours have been
used by the Sewage Plant Mechanic in making the repairs During the first
week of July, samples were taken, and the first analysis read 35% B.O.D.
Soluble Solids A%. As of ths date imorovement has been made with an
analysis readirg of B.O.D. 9 and Soluble Solids 9% with Fecal Coliform





Count O.

All repairs sa-ebeing made with the expectations o the Swage Piant,
Marine Corps Air Station, being closed and the Geiger Plant being renovated
to receive sewage from b@bh facilitiesunder a MILCON program, Fiscal Year
1976.

Prior to 1 July 197., th Water Treatment section operating personnel
consisted of one Foreman billet, three Operator, and three Helper billets.
The Water Treatment section had one water treatment plant and ten water
wells in poor mechanical condition. Number two water well was caved in
and not operative, Number five water well was abanded because of high chlo-
rides,.Number four water well was inoperative because of excessive oil in
water. Two wells, Number seven and Number eght has a low yield of around
15 GPM. Because of these discrepancies, a shortage in water supply existed,with overtime being made by operating personnel to keep Supply above demand.Lime pumps were in need of repair and chlorinators needed replacement.
Swimming pools, being operated by military personnel, had algae growth in
enlisted pool, chemicals being added to pools by hand, causing pools to be
closed down for short periods while chemicals were being added.

As of 1 July 197, the Water Teatment Section has operated twenty-four
hours per day with four Operator and three Helper billets, eliminating theForeman billet. When emergencies arise, water is fed through a 8" main
from the Geiger Water Treatment Plant to make up any deficiencies in thesystem. four, seven, and ,, water wells have been rparu, which
increase the $ield to 200 GPM.

A new lime pump has been installedand one chlorinator completely rebuilt.Chemical feed pumps have been installed at the enlisted pools eliminatinghand feeding and temporary closing of pool. Operating of pools are now
under the management of the water treatment personnel and algae has beencleaned and removed from pools. Additional repair is planned to add a
chemical tank and pump at the Officers’ pool. All water well pumps are tobe pulled, cleaned, and repaired as schedule permits. Limited repairs willbe made in the water treatment equipment as renovation of the Water Treat-ment facilities are scheduled under a MILCON program for Fiscal Year 76.









OPNAV 5216/|44 (R’V. 9-70)

S/N-0t 07-778-8099

5000Memorandum
Director, Maintenance and Repair Division

To: Director, Operations Division

suBJ: MCAS(H) Work; accomplishment of /#

d I. Emergency Service Sub-Center at MCAS(H) has receivedE/S,
tickets and completed 2100 E/S tickets, leaving a backlog of 16 E/S,-
tickets during period 1 July 7 thru 8 Sept 7. Average hour to

omi|h ach ticket duin this period was 2.9 hour.. In addition to work accomplished in normal work hours by te E/S
Sub-Center, we maintain an emergency crew from 1600 to 200, Monday
thru Friday and from 0800 to 200, Saturdays, Sundays and Holidays.
During period of 1 Jul 7 to 8 Sept 7, they responded to ll Emergency
Service tickets. This service was not available prior to consolidation
without call-back on overtime.. Our E/S tele desk is alsonmnned from 200 to 0800 daily, to re-
ceive emergency calls and if required, to cell some one in to respond to
an emergency.- Eleccal Distribution Shop 52 has assigned two (2) employees to
perform maintenance to dtribution lines and airfield lighting,
along with respondiug to emergency service calls aboard MCAS(H).

tenance and preven H).









OPNAV 5216/144 (RE;V. 6-70)

S/N-0107-778-8099

DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY

Memorandum DATE:

o: Drectort Telephone Division

TO: Drector, Operations Division

stmJ: MCAS(H) New River telephone system

Telephone system:

a. The telephone system at MCAS(H) New River was working at approximately
70% of its designed efficiency on 1 July 197/*. Liaison with Carolina Telephone
and Telegraph Company resulted in a technical teambeing assigned to do the
required maintenance.

b. A complete system inventory was conducted by two SNCO’s requiring
160 man hours for records correction and inventory.

C telephontnd assignment was not in accordancec. Class A and Class.
with JCS DP 151 of 3 Aug 1973. 8OAV and A numbers were changed to bring
the system in conformance with existing regulations.

d. New work and relocations of telephones duriN July 197/* required
30 work orders and 30 work orders for August. All work requests have been
performed.

e. On 1 July 197/*, it was discovered that the Ar Station had been
providing free telephone service to unauthorized agencies without reimburse-
ment. This discrepancy was corrected and telephone service is now on a
reimbursable basis. The Bank of North Carolina was provided free toll
service from government funds.

2. Fire Alarm System:

a. The Fre Alarm system at MCAS was approximately 50% effective on
1 Jtuly 197/*. The following labor has been used to repair or replace defective
equipment:

(1) Fire Alarm Technician 38/, hours

(2) Cable Splicers 1.28 hours

(3) Survey Team 80 hours

The complete rehabilitation of the Fre Alarm system will require $70,000 in
material and 600 hours of labor. The fre alarm at the present time is 1OO%
operable.









SUBJECT: OIL POLLUTION AT THE A STATION

Prior to 1 July 197& the Air Station was visited on two occasions at

the request of the S-& Office, Headquarters MCAS (H). Suggestions were

made on how to reduce the oil pollution problem at that Facility. Oil

pollution was the subject of several phone conversations.

Recommendations: provide temporary storage tanks for contaminated

JP-5, used motor oil and hydrolic fltLid and dike all fuel bladders.

Some areas were contaminated as JP-5 and used motor oil was being

spilled on the ground and at one location hydrolic fluid was being dumped
in a ditch. To help eliminate the problem five temporary oil storage tanks

were loaned to the Air Station by Base.

On 8 July 197& the Natural Resources and Environmental Affairs office

was informed of a 7,000 gallon JP-5 spill at the Air Station. The spill
occurred when an improperly diked fuel bladder ruptured, allowing the fuel

to flow to a nearby ditch
CLater that week a &,O00 gallon JP-5 spill occurred at the same location

when a second properl[diked uel bladd@r rptured. //

iiet was discovered that large quantities of contaminated

JP-5 and other petroleum products were continuing to reach South West Creek

by way of the crash crew training area. Although the dumping of oil at this

site by unauthorized personnel was prohibited/it was occurring. As heavy

rains fell the oil was flushed out of the pit and into a ditch that empties

into Soth Wes Creek._Zg4__# # %** /#/ //

adequate temporary oil storage facilities were available.wterminedo,.e
that 15 additional tanks were needed. These tankswill be installed at pre-
determined locations once they are received and modified by Base Maintenance.





Some of the contaminated JP-5 is now being used in ground vehicles. Used

motor oil, hydrolic fluid and some JP-5 is being picked up by a truck from

Base Maintenance and stored in a 272,000 gallon tank at Building &5.





.204 :J/tK:dJb

9 August 1974

(1) Rspo on

I. Enclosure (:) is a report, pparod b...the .AS.(H) Public .Wor$





REPORT ON THE AIRFIELD LIGHTING SYSTEM AT MCAS(H) NEW RIVER

References: (a) NAVFAC DM-23, Communications, Navlgatlonal Aids, and
Air Field Lighting, Chapter 5.

(b) NAVAIR 51-50AAA-2, Visual Landing Aids Design
Standards, Landbased Installatlons, Sections I & II.

(c) NAVDOCKS P-272, Definitive Designs for Naval Shore
Facilities, Category Code 136, Airfield Pavement
Lighting.

I. Introduction. In spite of two repairs/modernizations in the last
ten years, the airfield lighting system is far from being acceptable.
It has been, and continues to be, a headache and a safety hazard from
both an operational and a maintenance point of view.

2. Operational Problems. There are repeated complaints from the
Operations Department because of malfunctioning or nonexisting controls
which result in unsafe, inefficient air traffic control. References
(a) and (b) establish control requirements for airfield lighting systems,
and reference (c) provides detailed drawings for guidance in designing
a system which meets these requirements. These control requirements
and a summary of corresponding problems are:

a. Selectivity. There should be individual selectivity of lighting
for all runways, taxiways, parking areas, and refueling sites. In
reality:

(I) The two runways can only be selected one at a time. There
are occasions, however, when both runways need to be lighted simultane-
ously.

(2) According to the drawings, furnished for the last airfield
lighting contract, the series lighting cable for the taxiway lighting
is laid out in eleven sections, i.e., there should be eleven taxiway
lighting circuits which can be individually selected. However, only
ten taxiway circuits ca be identified in the equipment vaults (one at
3620 and nine at 504), and not all of these ten can be individually
selected at the control tower.

(3) The aircraft parking area lighting cannot be selected
separately from taxiway lighting in some cases, or from refueling site
lighting in other cases.

b. Intensity Control. There should be intensity control for run-
way, taxiway, and approach lighting. The intensity should be remotely
controllable in five discrete levels which are defined in reference
(a). The existing situation is:

(i) The regulator controlling runway lighting has provision
for remote intensity control and the control wiring is connected.

ENCLOSURE





However, runway lighting frequently does not respond to the tower
intensity control switch.

(2) There are three regulators which serve taxiways. Two of
these have no capability of intensity control. The third does have
capability of intensity control, but the control circuits for remote
intensity selection have never been installed.

(3) Two 30KN regulators serve the approach, prethreshold, and
inboard threshold lighting, each of which has provision for remote
intensity control. However, the intensity control circuits have never
been installed.

c. Control Effectiveness and Convenience. References (a) and (b)
both specify that the airfield lighting system should be controllable
from the control tower and that each of the system components should
also be controllable from the vault which houses, it. In addltion,_each
of the equipment vaults should be a minimum horizontal distance of 350
feet from the control tower (reference (a), section I, paragraph 3c(I)).
Finally, the control panel in the control tower should be an integrated
panel that is conveniently arranged and clearly labeled to show function
and status of controls. The following situation actually exists:

(I) The lighting controls in the control tower are contained
in antiquated switch boxes which are sparcely loaded. These boxes
should be replaced by one modern box that could contain all the switches
and breakers that are needed.

(2) The control panel in the 504 equipment vault is also old
and in need of rehabilitation. The taxiway selection switches are
labeled by wire numbers rather than by taxiway, and the runway selection
and intensity switches are not labeled. This vault is less than the
required 350 foot minimum horizontal distance from the tower (the
horizontal distance from the tower iszero). Ths separation require-
ment is specified in order to minimize electromagnetic interference
with tower communications caused by the vault equipment.

(3) The control panel in the 3620 equipment vault is neat and
well organized, but is only partially connected to controls and is
poorly labeled.

3. Maintenance Problems. In addition to being unacceptable in terms
of operational control, the airfield lighting system is also a severe
maintenance problem.

a. Labeling. Troubleshooting is tedious because equipment and
wiring are not labeled adequately.

(i) The 5KV series lighting cable is unlabeled. The only way
to trace a circuit in the field is to turn one circuit on at a time and
use a cllp-on ammeter to see which cable is carrying current. Of course,
if a fault results in an open circuit in one ofthe cables, it can be





extremely difficult to distinguish that cable from the cables which
have been abandoned in place beside it.

(2) The equipment in the mechanical rooms at 504 and 3620 is
not labeled. Thus, a trial and error approach must be used to deter-
mine which equipment goes with a particular circuit. The switches on
the control panel in the 504 vault are labeled by wire number, but not
by function. Furthermore, the labeling does not agree with the contract
drawings that were supposedly the basis of the latest modifications.

(3) The control cables and equipment are poorly labeled in
the control tower. There is a substantial number of switches and
appears to be a substantial number of wires which are not utilized.
It is difficult to distinguish those which are utilized from those
which are not. This situation is complicated by the fact that some
circuits which are utilized function improperly, inconsistently, or
not at all.

b. Congruity. Each of the modlflcatlons/expanslons of the air-
field lighting system merely repaired the old equipment and added some
new equipment, completely ignoring the need for having an integrated
system with congruity among parts. The result is a variety of equipment
with different characteristics and capabilities performing the same
functions. For example:

(I) About half of the taxlway lighting is served by a servo-
mechanical type current regulator that does not have provision for
intensity control. The other half of the taxlway lighting is served
by two solld-state, saturable reactor type regulators. One of these
has no provision for intensity control. The other does have provision
for intensity control, but the control wiring has never been connected.
The servomechanlcal regulator is remotely selectable from the control
tower and from the control panel of the equipment room. As installed,
one of the saturable reactor regulators is remotely selectable only
from the control tower, and the other is not remotely selectable at all.
These installation problems have been corrected, but only in a make-
shift manner that certainly should be considered only temporary.

(2) The control cable terminations in the tower are in two
junction boxes (unlabeled). The interconnectlons of function boxes and
control panel cabinets are partially via rigid conduit, partially via
flexible conduit, and partially via self-protected flexible cable.
This mixture is not only far too elaborate for the three feet of distance
and small number of wires involved, but is also extremely tedious to
disconnect and reconnect for maintenance of the control system or the
tower itself.

(3) Part of the control wiring is connected so that the relay
coils are connected to "common" and the select switches complete the
circuit to apply "voltage." The remainder of the control wiring is
connected so that the relay coils are connected to "voltage" and the
select swtches complete the circuit to the "coon" bus. Both methods





are used in the same panel or Junction box.

(4) The power for the 3620 vault is provided by transforming
the 7200/12470 primary voltage to 2400/4160 volts to serve the current
regulators, and then further transforming to 120/240 volts to serve
lighting and controls. This power service is appropriate and is in
accordance with the design standards of reference (c). However, the
power for the regulators in the 504 vault is obtained by transforming
the 120/208 secondary voltage to 2400 volts. This means that the power
for the field lighting is distributed through two transformer stations
(primary to secondary, and secondary to 2400 volts), resulting in un-
necessary transformer losses. Furthermore, the field lighting current
is multiplied by a factor of twenty in the 120 volt secondary portion of
the distribution. This results in high distribution currents between the

equipment vault and the main power service to the building, which ulti-

mately means much higher than necessary distribution losses. Finally,
after transforming from primaryvoltage to 120/208 secondary and from
120/208 to 2400, one further transformation was necessary (2400 tO 240)
to provide 240 volts for one of the current regulators. Thus, the

power supply system for the 504 vault is unnecessarily awkward and also
wasteful of energy.

c. State of Repair. Due to age and insufficient maintenance, much
of the control equipment has deteriorated seriously:

(i) The switches in the control panels in the tower and in the
504 vault are corroded and brittle to the extent that contacts have

broken, wires have broken near terminations, any labeling that exists is

difficult or impossible to read, and the general appearance of the con-
trols is repulsive.

(2) The relay cabinets which distribute the regulated current to

the various field lighting circuits have several damaged or mssing cut-

outs and have relays which are so corroded they had to be abandoned and
bypassed.

d. Safety and Space. Vault3620 is neatly organized and provides a
safe, convenient space in which to work. However, the vault at 504 is

much too small for the amount of equipment that is in it. Because of the
2400 volt busses and cables serving the regulators#and the same voltage
on the distribution relays, this crowded condition is extremely dangerous.
In addition, it is impossible to service or inspect several pieces of

equipment without leaning or reaching over others, or even removing others.

4. Recommendations. Concerning the solution of problems and correction

of deficiencies in the airfield lighting system, the following suggestions
are made.

a. Definin Present Conditions. First, a field study needs to be
made to define present conditions. The study should be made by a team

composed of an electrical engineer (or electricial/control technician), an

electrician, and an engineering draftsman (for drawing support). The





following work items should be covered:

(I) Drawings, detailed and up-to-date, should be provided to
document the existing system.

(2) Labels should be provided for cables and equipment so that
their function is readily apparent to both operators and maintenance
personnel.

(3) A repair llst should be made to show items needing repair or
replacement in order for the system to work in its present configuration.

b. Designing a Modernized System. Secogd, a definitive design needs
to be made to specify a modernized airfield lighting system that meets the
operational and maintenance requirements of references (a), (b), and (c).
The following points should be addressed:

(i) Field modifications/additions to cable and lighting will be
necessary in order to povide all the necessary circuits with individual
selectivity.

(2) Vault modifications will be necessary also to provide min-
imum required horizontal separation between vaults and tower and to provide
adequate space for equipment housing and safe working conditions. The
following alternatives should be considered (along with any others that
arise) for cost versus requirements/desirability:

(a) One alternative is to relocate all runway, taxiway,
parking area, and refueling area lighting equipment to one centrally
located vault near mid-field. This would affect two circuits at 3620
and all circuits at 504. The advantage of this approach is that it
would provide one new equipment installation with central location and
congruity among parts. The disadvantage of this approach is that it
would probably cost more and might even be of MCON scope.

(b) A second alternative is to relocate all lighting equip-
ment to vault 3620, expanding 3620 if necessary. This approach would
also have the advantage of providing one relatively new equipment instal-
lation. It would be away from hangar traffic, easily accessible for
maintenance, and less costly than a new facility. This approach has no
gross disadvantages other than the obvious costs of relocation.

(c) The third, least costly, but highly undesirable, alter-
native is to not relocate any of the equipment. This approach would not
involve the expense of rerouting the field lighting cable to a new
terminal site. However, it would not solve the problems of minimum
horizontal separation, inadequate space, and unsafe working conditions.
At the very least, the equipment in the 504 vault should be rearranged
and unnecessary equipment removed to obtain better space utilization and
safer working conditions if possible.

(3) Equipment modernization is the most crucial need.





(a) The regulation and distribution equipment should be
modernized to eliminate old deteriorated equipment and to minimize the
number and the variations in size and type of pieces of equipment. All
current regulators should be the solid state, saturable reactor type with
remote control, intensity selection, and internal oli circuit breaker.
Single-phase fused cutouts should be provided to isolate each regulator,
and the distribution relay panels should be replaced with oil immersed
types.

(b) The control panels should also be modernized. The
panels in the control tower should be replaced, preferably with one panel
that does not have numerous excess switches. For ease of removal for
maintenance and housekeeping, conduit should be eliminated and flexible
cable with pin and socket type connectors should be utilized for inter-
face between panels and control wiring. The control panels should have
terminal boards or test points within the cabinets for troubleshooting
and future connections. Finally, consider providing a secondary plug-in
point for the control tower lighting panel so it could be unplugged at
the tower and reconnected at the secondary location (e.g., the room below
the tower) in case the tower had to be closed.

c. Determining Method of Accomplishment. A great deal of consider-
ation should be given to determining method(s) of accomplishment. Indeed,
some degree of compromise will be necessary to optimize speed of accom-
plishment and amount of involvement of the MCAS(H) New River Operations
Department.

(I) Scope/fundin authority is the first area of concern. The
extent of modifications to field lighting cables and the choice of vault
location may require MCON for accomplishment. However, proper planning
and coordination would afford a great deal of improvement within local
funding authority. For several reasons, it is highly recommended that as
much as possible be accomplished by local personnel with local funds.
First of all, A&E firms and even Navy support activities do not have the
inherent interest and enthusiasm about project plans and specifications
that the owner and user have. Limited resources and inconvenience tend
to make the former unwilling to make the trips and spend the amount of
time in the field necessary to provide a first rate design. Secondly,
local accomplishment affords good coordination among all support functions.
The Job planners, the people who accomplish the @ork, engineering, and
the logistics people can work together efficiently through all phases of
the project because they are located on the same base, they already work
together everyday on similar projects, and they all have the same boss.
Finally, local accomplishment will provide for the most involvement of
the user/operator of the airfield lighting system, the Operations Depart-
ment of MCAS(H) New River.

(2) Short-rae plus long-range planning will probably be essen-
tial to the success of efforts to repair and modernize the airfield
lighting system. As previously indicated, immediate work will involve
documenting and labeling the existing system. In addition, some repair
and equipment replacement will also be needed immediately. It is





imperative that a modernized system design be completed as soon as

possible so that luunedlate work can be accomplished using equipment
that can be incorporated into the modernized system in its completed
state. In this way, ultimate cost and work duplication can be minimized.

5. Concluding Comments. Since reference (b) is dated i April 1966, there
is no acceptable reason for a lighting system not to be in compliance
with it in 1974. Quoting this reference, "These-specificatlons were
formulated in the interest of safety in the orderly dispatch and landing
of aircraft and to promote uniformity of installation. These specifica-
tions are mandatory, and any deviation from them must be authorized by
the cognizant Bureau." Furthermore, quoting reference (a), which is

dated August 1971, "All installations of the above lighting facilities
(includes all of the subject lighting) shall comply with these standards.
Where local conditions necessitate deviations, prior approval must be
obtained from NAVFAC HQ." Yet the system at MCAS(H) New River does not

comply. It is unfortunate, but true, that todays limited personnel and
monetary resources create a state in which only those items of crucial
importance to each command receive attention It should be noted that
the control tower and its equipment were in a substandard and continually.
deteriorating condition for many months, yet no significant progress was
made until the control tower was graded unsatisfactory in the Inspector
General’s Report and upper levels of the chain of command became interested
enough to spend time and money. Because the airfield lighting system is

crucial to efficient aifleld operations and to the safety of flight per-
sonnel, high priority should be placed on solving the above problems and
bringing the system into compliance with current standards.

Prepared by:
LT(Jg) T. A. CLINKINGBEARD, CEC, USN-R
Assistant Public Works Officer
28 June 1974
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BLDGo NO,

--1-00-
101

elO2
.IO3

10

IJ11

1311

/9
no

13o
3o
3

13

s-1
30

5o
151

y/1

JOB ORDER

VA2A! ocO
VA2G01 O0
VA2AI 000
VA2G01 O0
VA2AOO0

VA2GOO0
VAFOO0
VA2F0800
VA2A0200
VAZF0300
VA2AOI O0
VA2A01 O0
VA2A0200
VA2A0200

OCCUPANTS USE

BUs--STOP3HE:TE’R . .H, ,
TRANSFORMER PAD
GA Hous
TRANSFORER PAD
ADM IN IBTRAT VDrti-E
MOTOR- TRANSPORT-?OR
W{LL HOUse/NON POTABL
GROUND LEvel STORA TANK
GROUND LEVEL ?ORAG{ YANK
RULER HA INENANCE
WATER TREATMEN PLANT
ACD, GENZRAL It:STRUCTION
APPLIED INSTRUCT
MAINTENANCE SHOP
COMBAT ,IEHICLEMAIN?ENANCE

VA2F
VA2A0200
VA2A0200
VA2A0200
VA2A0200
VA2AO)O0
VA2A0200
VA2A02O0
VA2A0200
VA2A02.00
VAPE] 000
VA2AOO0
VA2E1000
VA2AOO0
VAP.AOGO0
VA2F0800
VA2AOhO0
VAAObO0
VA2E01 O0
VAPE01 O0

COHEIAT VEHICLE IAINTENANCE
D ISPATCKERS OFF
AUTO VEHICLE MAINTENANCE
AuTo VEH ICLE HA INTENANCE
FLAMMABLE SORAGE
PEST CONTROL
PUBLIC WORKS
PUBLIC OKS {A.NTENANCE
PUBLIC WORKS LUhIBER SHED
STEAH CLEANING X:$ASH RACK
FLAMMABLE STOREROUSE
STEAM CLEANING UTILITY BLD,
GNERAL WAREHOUS/R
ADH =N ISTRAT tON BU
ELL HOUSE/NON
PROTECRNC STORAGE
STORAGE BLDG
AIRCRAFT READY, FUEL TANK
A IRCRAFT READY FUEL TANK

VA2E0100
VA2E01.00
VA2E01O0
VA2E0100
VA2E0100
VA2E0100
VA2E0100
VA2E0100
VA2E0100
VA2FOO0
VA2EOO0
VA2E0100
VA2EOGO0
VA2E0100
VA2AOO0
VA2A0200
VA2AOO0
VA2AOO0
VA2AOO0

AIRCRAFT RE/DY FUEL TANK
AIRCRAFT READY FUEL TANK
AIRCRAFT READY FUEL TANK
VEHICLE READY FUEL TANK
FILLING STATION
PUHPING STATION
A IRCRAF’T TRUCK LOAD ING ’AC IL
FILTER SEPARATOR BLDGo
TANK CAR UNLOAD ING FAc tL

...PTIC TANK DRAIN FIELD
AIRCRAFT READY FUEL TANK
AIRCRAFT READV FUEL TANK
WASH RACK
AIRCRAFT READY FUEL TANK
Eou IPHENT SHELTER
VEHICLE SHED
LUMBER SHEDIMAB-26
STORAGE BUILDING
FLAMNABLE STORAGE





181
5V182
S,(,. 99

20
(, 04

o

?09

7 212

,""

7721
?221

7

3
#36
0

L_" 297

JOB ORDER

VA2EO’C<)O
VA2EOG00
VAEOCO
VA2AO00
VA2AOLIO0
VA2G01
VA2AI
VA2A 00
VAAOO
VAF
VA2A15
VA2EO
VAI
VA2A12O0
VA2EOVAO
VA1200
VA2E1
VA2F00
VAO.700
VA2AO]O0
VA2AO7
VA2AOTO0
VA2AOTO0
VAOTOO,
VAA07
VA2A14
VA2FO
VA2FO’(O0
VA2AOO
VA2AO1
VA2FOI O0
Vl0
VA0
VGO100
VA2GO
VA2A1 00
V
VA9
VA9

VA2E09
VA2E09
VA2EOg
VA2E09
VA2E09

VAE
VA2EOO0
VA2E09
VA2E09
VA
VA2A
VA2FO

OCCUPANTS U: E

SAWDUST SIL(,
AUTO HYDRAUL,IC L
AUTO MAINTENANCE RAMP
FLAMHABLE STORAGE
STORAGE BUILDING
TRANSFORMER PAD
BANK
ENLISTED MENtS RECREATION BLDG,

G’MNAS UM

WELL HOUSE/NON POTABLE
L BR ARY
OUTDOOR TRAINING POOL
BOWL ING ALLEY
SE4AGE LIFT STATION
HANDBALL COURT
ADN 1N ISTRAT
ENLISTED MENS
GARBAGE SHED
WELL HOUSE/NON
ENLISTED MENS
ENL ISTEO MEN’S
ENL Is’rED MEN’S
ENL ITED
ENLISTED MEN*S
ENL ISTED

OFF" ICE
RECREAT ION

POTABLE
BARRACKS
BARRACKS
BARRACKS
BARRACKS
BARRACK
BARRACKS

ENLISTED MENS BARRACKS
MAR’INE EXCHANGE ,- CASE LOT SALES
COOL NG
HYDRAULIC GENERATOR BLDGo
ADM IN ISTRAT ION BU ILl:) ING

TRAIN ING UILD I.NG

MOTOR GENERATOR BUILD
TELEPHONE EXCHANGE
GENERAL MESS HALL
TRANSFORMER PAD
SEWAGE LIFT STATION
MAR INE EXCHANGE
MARINE EXCMANGE TOYLAND
POST OFF CE’-
CHAPEL
THEATRE
BASEBALL DUGOUT
PLAY NG F ELD
BASEBALL DUGOUT-
PLAYING FIELD
SPECTATOR PLAIFORH

TENNIS COURTS
HANDBALL COURTS (2)
BASEBALL DUGOU
BASEBALL DUGOUT
ADINlS’fRA?ION NAVY
DI9PENSARY AND DENTAL CLINIC
ELEVAT WATER TANK





0

0

VA2G01 O0
VA2A01 O0
VA2FOSO0
VA2AOI DO
-VA2AOI DO
VA2AOI OO
VAAI 400
VA EO O0
VA2AI 4DO
VA2A1400
VA2AI 300
VA2A1300
VA2C01 O0
VA2E01 O0
VA2E01 O0
VAPEOI DO
VA2F0200
VA2E01 O0
VA2A0400
VA2AOGO0
VA2AO600
VA2GOAOO
VA2A1800
VA2E0200
VA2AI 8o0,
VA2AO600

VAP-CO3OO
VAF0700
VAEE01:00
VAEOI DO
VA2EO100
VA2EO(Y O

VA2E06,00
VA2C0300
VA2CO300
VA2AO200
VA2A02OO
VA2A0200
VA2A16o0
VA2F01 O0
VA2E0200
VA2E0200
VA2EOOO
VA2EOI O0
VA2EOI OO
VA2CO300
VA2CO300
VA2CO3OO
VA2C0300
VA2EO00
VAEO8OO

OCCUPANTS US. E
TRANSFORMER PAD
AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS TRAIN
COOL ING TOWER
MOBILE TRAINER PAD
MOalLE TRAINER PAD
MOBILE TRAINER PAD
EXCHANGE GARAGE
WEATHER SHED
EXCHANGE SERVICE STATION
MARINE EXCItANGE LAUNDRY
CoM ISSARY
COHHISSARY WAREHOUSE
LOAD ING RAMP
HEATING OIL TANK
HEATING OIL TANK
HEATING OIL TANK
HEATING PLANT
POLO lSATCN
GROUP SUPPLY WAREHOUSE
ADHINISTRATION BLDGo
ADH IN ISTRAT ION BLDGo O ISBURS ING
SEIAGE L IF’T STAT ION
HOSE DRY ING .RACK
WASH RACK.
FIRE AND CRASH STATION
ADN IN ISTRAT I01 BLDG-
A IRC’RAFT MA INT.NANCE HANGAR
AiRCRAFT t.VASH RACK
WASH RACK PUP HOUSE
A IRCRAFT READY FUEL TANK
AIRCRAFT READY FUEL TANK
PERSONNEL jU ILD ING
HOOK TEST FAC 1L ITY
AIRCRAFT DIRECT REFUELER
AIRCRAFT DELUGE SYSTEM
AIRCRAFT WASH RACK
WASH RACK PUP House
MAI NTNANCE. HANGAR
HA INTENANCE- HANGAR
J ENGINE TEST FAc IL =WV
COMMUN ICAT IONS IFAc IL ITY
STANDY-BY GENERATOR BLDG,
ANTENNA To,IER
ANTENNA TOWER
ANTENNA TOWER
AIRCRAFT READY FUEL TAN
AIRCRAFT READY FUEL TANK
AIP,CRAET dASltRACK EqutP SHELTER
A IRCRAF’i" VASHRACK EQUIP SHELTER
AIRCRAFT WA3NRACK EQU|P S!’;ELTER
AIRCRAFT VASHRACK QUtP SHELTER
N N:RAToR/CL MATTZR
INCINERATOR/CL MATTER (INACTIVE)





BLDGo NO,

56.5

5?,o

576
577
5?7-
578

5I

590
59

5959

7o
7

7o

JOB ORDER NO,

VA2G01 O0
VA2G01 O0
VA2A0200
VAC03OO
VA2AO__.O0

AAOO0
rAtA0600
VA2A0200
VAA0600
VAA 6O0
VA2AI QO
VA2AO?_O0

-TA AO3OOVAAOOO
VAA!OO
VAAO4OO
VA2AO"200
VAPA0200
VA2A0200
VA2A0200
VA2A0200
VA2AO600
VA2A0200
VA2AOOO
VAP_A0200
VA2AO600
VA2A01 O0
VA A19oo
VA2AO400
VAPGOhO0
VA2A1900
VA2FO400
VA2AI 9OO
VA2G0400
VA2FO)400
VA2FO}4OO

VA01!
VAFOh
VAFOO0

VARFO
VAFOhO0
VA2FOhO0
VAFOh
VA2A 5
vEoT
VA2AOT
VAEOO0
VASAOO0
VAO0
VA2GOI OO
VA2A15
VAE

OCCUPANTS USE

TRANSFORMER PAD
TRANSFORMER PAD
L|NE CREW S}tL’fER
G.C,A, HARDSTAND
FLIGHT EOUSPM.NT ISSUE"
ADM IN ISTRAT ION BLDG.
AOH IN ISIRA IVE OFF Cg
ARHORY
ADMINISTRATIVE BLDG.
GROUND SuP/GP OF!cE.
SP{C.AL SERV IC.’S
SUPPORT EQUIP. AINTENANCE SHOP
L FUEL LABORATORY
ADMINISIRATVE O
LAUNDRY Pic;Up S/ATION
STORAGE
LINE CREW
TORAGE BLDG.
LlE CRE SHELTER
AVIONICS OP
CARPeNtER
0RDNAE 5HOP
TORG
SUPPORT QU IPMNT
ELECTRO.iCS HA INTENANCE
COHNUNICATONS OFF ICE
TR A- N NG BU LD NG

CHILD’AR CEER
STORAG
SEWAGE LiFT STATION
SCO LODGE
TIC TA/DR IN
DOG KENNgL
SEWAGE LIFT STTION
PR IHY CLAR IF
CLORINE CONTACT CHAHGER
TOOL SORAGE
SLUDG DRYING BED
TR ICKL ING FILTER
SECONDARY CLARIFIER
SLUDGE HOLD NG

SEWAGE CONTROL
ECONDARY CLARF
TR ICKL ING FILTER

01L STORAGE BLDG.
5C0 QUARTERS
0 IL STORAGE
50 QUARTERS

TRANSFORMER P
BATH HOUSE
OUTDOOR S%t IRH NG POOL





jOB OR...,DER NO.

VA2EOOO
VA2AI I O0
VA2AI
VAPA1 900
VAEOO0
VAPE0200
VAB0300
VA2DO3OO
VA2EO2OO
VA2E0200
VA2E02OO
VA2EO200
VA2A0200
VA2AO200
VAG01 O0
VA?.A1 030
VA2AO}O0
VA2AO}OO
VA2AOIIOO
VA2AO200
VA2.AO1100
VA2A1500
VA?AO2OO
VA,?.AO6OO
VA,?.G01 O0
VA2AO6OO
VA2EOHOO
VA2AOX)O
VAAI00
VAP.A1500
VA , n oo
VA2EOOO
VA2AOh00

VAAI O0
VA,?.AO400
VA2A0200
VA2G01 O0
VA2EOHO0
VA A1700
VAEOI OO
VAEOgO0
VA2B02OO
VA2AO200
VA2G0400
VA2G01 O0
VAFOhO0
VA2GOI OO
VAPEO200
VA2E0200
VA2E0200
VA2E0200
VA2AO} O0
VAGOI O0
VA2AOhO0

OFF ICERS Ou’ DOOR SWIMM|NG POOL
OFF" IC’ER.S CLI ,B

HOMrR B{ACO FAC.
SMALL ARMS M’AGAZ INE
ANTENNA POLE
ANTENNA TOWER
GROIN INACTIVE
FLUME
ANTENNA
ANTENNA
ANTENNA

MAST
MAST
TOVER

ANTENNA TOWER
RADAR MAINT BLDG,
COMMUN ICAT’IONS FAC IL ITY
TRANSFORMER PAD
RAD tO HQP
SUPPLY OFF ICE AND ,VAREHOUSE
WAREHOISE
WAREHOUSE
STORAGE BLDG.
STORAGE BLDG.
THRIFT SHOP- z.-.T-q’./SNCO STORAGE
ADM IN IS.TRAT ION BLDG,,
TRANSFORMER VAULT
HEADQUARTERS BLDGo
FLAGPOLE
PROVOST MARSHALL
SNCO. CLUB
CERAHICS HOBS%" SHOP
AUTO WOODblORK HOBBY SHoP
FLAGPOLE
STORAGE BLDG,
FLY ING CLUB
STORAGE BLDG,
STEAM PLANT
MAINTENANCE HANGAR
TRANSFORHER VAULT
SALUTING BATTERY
0PERATIONS BLDGo
HEATING 01L TANK
SHALL CRAFT BERTHING
CRASH BOAT RAMP
ELECTRONICS MAINTENANCE SHOP
SEWAGE II. IFT STATION
TRANSFORMER PAD
SEPTIC TANK/DRAIN FIELD
TRANSFORMER PAD
RADAR EQU IPHENT PAD
RADAR EQUIPMENT RACK
RADAR EQUIPMENT PAD
RADAR EQu IPMENT RACK
PAINT LOCKER
TRANSFORMER PAD
FLAMMABLE TORAGE





BLDGo

1000
1001
100
10o3

001
2o02
2003
oo5-

2803

’2861
3ooo
3oo
3500
35oi

3503
3504

350
350Z
350
350
350

35
35

3518

35o

3

jOB ORDER

VA2EOO
VA2A0400
VAAOhO0
VAEOOO
VA2G0400
VAP-FOO0
VA2GOhO0
VAEOOO
VA2G0400
VAGooo
VAFOO0
VA2D0300
VA2E0900
VA2A1 00
VA2F0400
VA2B01 O0
VA2E0900
-VA2E0900
VAEOgO0
VA2EO)O0
VA2A0400
VA2E0900
VA2E0900
VAaAI
VA2F0400
VA2A1 6OO
VA2ECT200
VA2E0200
VA2FOhO0
VA2A0600
YAP-E0900
VA2A0200
VAZE01 O0
VAF0800
VA2G01 O0
VA2FOO0
VAE0600
VALET OOO
VAZEO1 O0
VA2EOIO0
VA2FO1 O0
VAZFO100
VAAOOO
VA2G0100
VA2G01 O0
VA2GOIO0
VA2GO O0
VA2G01 O0
VA2G01 O0
VA2E0200
VA2A0200
VAT.E0200
VAZ0200
VAG01 O0
VA2E0200
VA2EOgOO

’OCCUPANTS l

SKEEf RANGE
STORAGE BLDi
STORAGE BO;.
MASTER TV ANIENNA TOWER
SEWAGE LIFT STAY ION
WELL HOUSE/NON POTABLE
SEVAGE L=T STATION
MASTER TV ANTENNA TOWER
SEWAGE L rT STAT ION

WATER STORAGE TANK
ATER PUMPING STATION
FLUME

REC. BLOG./BOAT HOUSE
SEPV,C TANK/DRAIN FIELD
KHADS
RCRAT ION P
MAR INA FUEL ING FAC IL IY
BOAT RAMP
BOAT RACK
LHABL STORES
PCNIC
PICNIC
PUBLIC TOILET
S; lC TAN/DRAIN FIELD
TCAN BLDS,
TETRAHEDRON
RADmR PAD

V c TANK/DRAN

ANVENNA TOWER
ROTOR TRANPORV

WLc Hous/o
TRANSFORMER PAD

GREASE TRAP
DIESEL OIL TANK
GASOLINE
RAOAR GENERATOR PA
RAR GENERATOR PA

HAIMTENANCE
SuB STATION
STANCH ON NO,
STANCHION NO.
STANCHIOH IO
STANCH ION 0,
SANCHON NO.
RADAR ANTENHA PAD
HA NTENANCE
TRANSMISSOHETER OJECTION
TRANSMISSOHETR RECEIVER
TRANSFORHER STAiON
CE ILOE7ER RCE
E ILOMYER YECI’OR





JOB ORDER NO.

VAEO,5OO
VA2A0400
VAZEOSOO
VA2E0500
VA2GOI O0
VAP_A 6OO
VA2G01 O0
VA2G01 O0
VAAO’(O0
VA FO OO
VA2AOO0
VA2AO?O0
VAG01 O0
VAGOIO0
VA2C0300,
VA FO?OO
VAC0300
VAFOTO0
VAA0200
VA2G01 O0
VAA0200
VA AOGO0
VAAOO0
VAAOeO0
VA2AOO0
VA2AOO0
VAA0200
VA2G01 O0
VAA01.00
VAP-G01 O0
VA0600

VA GOhO0
VAMP0800
VA2C0300
VA2C0300
VA2C0300
VA C030O
VAF

VA2FOO0
VAFOeO0

OCCUPAKrTS E

GAS CHAMBER
STORAGE BLDG.
FIRE TRAIHING PIT
FIRE TRAINING PIT
TRANSFORMER Ptd)

AIRFIELD LIGHTING BLDG.
TRANSFORI4ER PAD
TRANSFORHER PAD

COOL ING TQWER
HES HALL
ENLISTED MENtS BARRACKS
TRANSFORMER PAO
TRANSFORMR PAD
A/C Ws. RAC
WASH RACK PUMP Hous
A/C WASH RAcK

IHA HANGAR
TRANSFORNCR PAD
A NTENANCE
UPPLY ARENOUSE
JET ENGINE TEST CELL
JE ENGINE TES CELL
JET ENGINE TEST CELL
JET ENGINE TEST CELL
JET. ENGINE TEST CELL
TRANSFORHER PAD
TRAINING
TRAN3FORHER PAD
ADH IN ISTRAT ION LDG,
FLAGPOLE

WATER TAN
A/C WASH RACK EQUIP
A/C WASH RACK EQUIP SHELTER
A/C WASH RACK EQUIP SHELTER
A/C WASH RACK EQu
WELL HOUSE NoN/POTABLE
ELL HOU5 NON/POTABL
RAW ATER PUMP-House
RA ATR PUH HOUSE





AIR CONDITION EQUIFNT OVER 25 TON

AIR CONDITION EQUIPMENT 5 "ro 25 TON

COtlSSARY REFR IGFAT.ION
A IR COND IT ION
EqU RENT

VIAI.K .IN REEFERS MESS HALLS

TRAFFIC .RKING. BUFFERS, FANS WATER COOLERS., ETC.
RUNWAY AND TAXIWAY L IGHTING

FIRE ALARH STATION

STEAM D ISTR BUT ION

ELECTR ICAL D ISTR IBUT ION AND STREET L IGHT ING
INSECT AND RODENT CONTROL STATION

FIRE’HYDRANTS AND PROTECTION SYSTEH POTABLE
"’IMPROVED GROUNDS , LAWNS

SEM I- IMPROVED GROUNDS

MAINTENANCE SHOP OVERHEAD
ROADS AND STREETS

REACH IN REEFERS MESS HALLS

REPA IR PERSONNEl.: SUPPORT EQU PMENT

VA?.E1 O0

VA2E12O0

xo_oo
x] 0600
xxY10800

VCBI 3o0

VA2EOIIOO

VA2GO5OO
VA2GO2OO

VA2GOI OO

VCBO4OO

VA2GO300
VA2DOI OO

VA2JO O0

1VA2CO O0

vcm
VH4A0200





IE CO_.?TRACTOR WILL FU27iSH A WRITTEN P,7BORTOLLO[TING EACH INSPECTIOT. THE CONTPCfOR WILLRESPOMSIBLE FOR TliE S"ETY OF ,L p’on,TFr

,.’.itarv service or

a ,,viikn empoTee

QUOIATION.OSCO Service Company
.i-

Atlanta, Georgia 303 O. I. Sheffield,Presidet-404_634_72
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AINTAIN BOl .2 ’J:IPLER CO&TROL IN CENT HEATINGNT NTR CONTROLS IN WATER TREAT,NgNz PLY,IT, B 0 i ? 1",ND TER CONOL IN SE,;AGE T[EANT PL.TTAr MC&S (H) N RIVER FOR IE FISL YE. 1976 ";" <’z"
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